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Growing Friends’   

Christmas Plant Sale

Friday 13 December 8 am – 1 pm

Season’s Greetings and a 

Happy New Year

to all our members
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Front cover image: The Muehlenbeckia 
animal sculptures opposite the entrance 
to The Ian Potter Foundation Children’s 
Garden.  
Photo: Jennifer Marshall
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from the president

by Cathy Trinca 

It seems like only yesterday that I was writing last 

summer’s column starting with ‘Another busy year has 

passed for the Friends’. I didn’t think we could be busier, 

but our volunteers have amazed me with what has 

been achieved this year. In addition to propagating and 

selling plants, gardening, writing, editing and producing 

newsletters, organising and hosting events, painting, 

teaching, exhibiting and helping in the office, we now have 

groups hosting interesting workshops at the Plant craft 

cottage as well as keeping alive extraordinary plant crafts.  

The Friends could not operate without the more than 150 

dedicated volunteers, so thank you for all that you do for the 

Friends. I was delighted to announce Volunteer Service Awards 

at last month’s Annual General Meeting, given to volunteers for 

continuous service to the Friends. The recipients were Pauline 

Aw, Hannah DiBella, Peter Kelly, Robyn Leszczynski, Pam Osborn 

and John Pastoriza-Piñol for ten years, myself for 15 years, Anna 

Denton and Rosemary McMeekin for 20 years and Lucille Strachan 

for 25 years’ service. Congratulations and thank you! It is sad to 

note that Geoff Hardy, who was to receive a 25 year service award 

for outstanding continuous service to the Friends, died in August. 

A member of the Events Committe, Geoff purchased, organised 

and served the drinks for many functions and was the friendly face 

behind the bar at events for as long as I can remember. He will be 

greatly missed.

Our Vice-President, Susan Chandler, retired at the AGM. 

Susan has been a great support to me and the other executive 

members. She ably chaired the Operations Committee, was a 

member of the Editorial Advisory Committee and contributed in 

so many ways to the Friends. I am sad that she has retired from 

Council, and wish her well.

I welcome new Council members Andrew Brookes and Sally 

Hirst (Vice-President) and also welcome council member Peter 

Kelly as a trustee of the Friends’ Trust Fund.

At the AGM I was pleased and proud to declare this year’s 

winners of the Friends’ Scholarships, financed by the Friends’ 

Trust Fund. They are Elizabeth James, Conservation Geneticist, 

RBG Melbourne; Bret Pritchard, Horticulture Technician, RBG 

Melbourne; and Ahmed Ashraf and David Tyler, Horticulture 

Technicians, RBG Cranbourne. I congratulate them all and 

wish them every success with their chosen projects, which are 

covered on the opposite page and on the Friends’ website.  

I was also proud to announce two Helen McLellan Research 

Grants for 2013/2014 to:

Dr Teresa Lebel, Dr Matthew Barret and Dr Frank Udovicic for 

their two-year project Fleshy macrofungi of Northern Australia: 

filling the phylogeographic and species diversity gap; and  

Dr Daniel Murphy for his two-year project The evolution of 

Eremophila: collecting the diversity and developing cutting-edge 

techniques for molecular systematics.

Once again, the hard-working Growing Friends held a 

successful plant sale in early October, raising over $31,600. In 

addition, the raffle raised $674 and several new members were 

enrolled. 

A highly successful botanic art exhibition was held in October 

– From the Forest to Foreshore, at which over 200 paintings 

were exhibited. The Botanical Illustrators are now hard at work 

preparing for next year’s exhibition in November.

 I look forward to seeing and chatting with many of you at 

the Friends’ Christmas Cocktail Party at Gardens House on 

Wednesday 11 December.

 To all the members of the Friends, I wish you all the best for 

the festive season, safe holidays and a happy new year.
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from the friends

Annual General Meeting
At the 27th Annual General Meeting held on Monday 11 November, 

Professor Tim Entwisle spoke about the RBG’s Fern Gully Renewal 

Project. He reminded listeners that this gully began life as an aviary 

in 1859, then became a fern gully in 1876. The area was inspired 

by the subtropical wet forests of Northern NSW and it wasn’t until 

1881 that Victorian tree ferns from Mount Macedon, Cape Otway 

and Gippsland were added. The planting was Guilfoyle’s attempt 

to create a place of well-being and wisdom around a small creek 

between South Yarra  and the Yarra River.

Members were shown slides of the damaged and dangerous 

paths in the gully which the Gardens management has been forced 

to close to the public for its safety. It was mentioned that, because of 

the flying foxes which lived in the gully until 2003, rare and interesting 

plants could not be included in the landscape because of the 

damage done by the foxes. Now with plans to refurbish the area 

with safe boardwalks, interesting bridges and an up-to-date watering 

system, the flora in the Fern Gully will also be improved. 

As Professor Entwisle put it, a botanic garden is about plants with 

a purpose, in this case creating:

 a safe and attractive walkway through a beautiful landscape

 a place of reflection

 a demonstration of the importance of rainforest and ferns

 inclusion of rare and interesting plants

 a ‘well-being’ garden

 and the fulfilment of Guilfoyle’s 1870s vision.

The Melbourne Friends has provided an initial grant of $100,000 

toward this project and hopes that further support can be given in 

the future. 

2013 Friends’ scholarship Winners

2013-4 Helen McLellan Research Grant Winners
Dr Daniel Murphy for a two-year project 
The evolution of Eremophila: collecting 

the diversity and developing cutting-edge 

techniques for molecular systematics.

From left to right: Dr Frank Udovicic, Dr Matthew Barret and Dr Teresa Lebel for their two-year project Fleshy macrofungi of Northern 

Australia: filling the phylogeographic and species diversity gap.

Photos: Dr Lebel supplied by herself; Dr Udovicic, Dr Murphy and Elizabeth James by Janusz Molinski; Messrs Ashraf, Pritchard and Tyler by Meg 
Miller. 

Above left: Elizabeth James, for Torrent Ion Sequencing training: Bret Pritchard, above right, 
for Network Building to aid redevelopment of succulent and cacti collection.

Below left: Ahmed Ashraf and below right, David Tyler, for a joint Kings Park study trip to 
learn about irrigation and develop a West Australian plant acquisition strategy.

Unfor tunately Dr Barret is on a field trip in 
Western Australia, and was unable to be 
contacted for an image.
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from the gardens

by Tim Entwisle, Director and Chief Executive

In october my name was added to the meandering list 

of curators and directors carved into the rock face below 

the Plant craft cottage. I can remember walking past 

this stone tablet 33 years ago, when I first worked here 

as a vacation student. In a wistful moment back then I 

may even have dared to dream of joining this esteemed 

company.

Unlike my Nineteenth Century predecessors, my name is 

in fact not carved but blocked in with black metal and filled 

all around with concrete. Other things have changed since 

John Arthur became the first Curator of the Melbourne Botanic 

Gardens in 1846. The botanic garden itself would of course be 

unrecognisable to Arthur, although he would be pleased to see 

two of his elms on Tennyson Lawn above the Separation Tree.

It’s early days for me and I have much to prove, but there 

are always so many wonderful things happening in our botanic 

garden. In September I was delighted to be able to announce 

a significant funding boost of $1.27 million to our science 

program and our much loved Ian Potter Children’s Garden. 

More science

Most of this funding has been raised over the last few years 

through private donations to the Pauline Ladiges Plant 

Systematics Research Fellowship, a joint endowment funded 

by the Royal Botanic Gardens Foundation and The University 

An example of the newly-discovered Entwisleiaceae in the Derwent River.

of Melbourne’s School of Botany Foundation (who will match 

the funds raised by the Gardens). The inaugural Fellow, Dr Tanja 

Schuster, will strengthen the Royal Botanic Gardens’ plant science 

and biodiversity team, tackling what is often called the ‘taxonomic 

impediment’. As evidenced by the recent discovery of a new 

genus, family and order of algae from the Derwent River estuary 

near Hobart – and (I can immodestly report) named respectively 

Entwisleia, Entwisleiaceae and Entwisleales – there are huge gaps 

in our knowledge of the Australian flora and fauna. 

By employing more taxonomists such as Dr Schuster, we 

can not only make startling discoveries about our natural world 

but also deliver to the Government and community groups the 
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information they need to manage our environment in a time 

of accelerated climate change. Dr Schuster is a systematist 

working on the plant families Polygonaceae and Polygalaceae 

(her PhD was on Muehlenbeckia, a well-known genus in 

Australia). Systematics, as I’m sure most of you know by 

now, is the science of discovering and naming (taxonomy) 

the diversity of species and interpreting that diversity in an 

evolutionary framework. The Fellowship is named in honour of 

one of Melbourne’s best known systematists, Professor Pauline 

Ladiges AO FAA, who retired in 2010 after 18 years as Head 

of Botany at The University of Melbourne and is currently an 

Honorary Associate of the Gardens.   

Bigger and better Children’s Garden

A further $265,000 has been generously donated by The Ian 

Potter Foundation for an expansion of the ever-popular Ian Potter 

Foundation Children’s Garden in time for its tenth anniversary in 

2014. The Children’s Garden has just recorded its best yearly 

attendance ever with more than 248,000 visitors up to June 

2013, and you could say it has been loved to death. Not quite, 

but it is definitely time for some care and attention. We will 

restore some of the botanical landscapes and also build a new 

education area. This Gathering Space will include a small passive 

water feature nestled under a Banana Forest, with extra seating 

and shade trees for school groups. You can also look forward to a 

new interactive art installation and improved water management. 

More visitors

I joined the Royal Botanic Gardens in March, part way through a 

record-breaking attendance year, with more than 2 million visitors 

to June 2013. The record numbers were helped by the flowering 

of the rare Titan Arum (Amorphophallus titanum) at Christmas, 

drawing more than 20,000 eager visitors to the Gardens – and 

many thousands more to our social media sites. The opening 

of the final stage of the Australian Garden in October 2012 was 

also a big draw card, with numbers for Cranbourne Gardens 

up by 35 per cent from last year. I’ve been keen to ramp up 

our public profile and to start a conversation with Melbournians 

about what they expect from their botanic garden. Based on 

the ringing endorsement of more visitors than ever and now this 

extremely generous support from donors and The Ian Potter 

Foundation, it’s clear we are already doing something right. 

 
Another Gong for the Australian Garden

Our prize-winning Australian Garden has won yet another 

award. In October the Taylor Cullity Lethlean and Paul 

Thompson-designed garden was named ‘Landscape of the 

Year’ at the prestigious World Architecture Festival Awards in 

Singapore. These Awards are considered the ‘Olympics of 

Architecture’ and the Landscape of the Year Award was one of 

three major prizes announced. The Australian Garden overcame 

competition from a shortlist of nine entries from Thailand, United 

Kingdom, Lebanon, Sweden, Australia and China. I was thrilled 

to have the Australian Garden acknowledged yet again on the 

world stage. As I said at the time, it’s another accolade for the 

botanic garden already compared to Sydney’s Opera House and 

recognition that the marriage of our fascinating native flora with 

innovative and exciting design is a winner. 

The real stars

As foreshadowed in the spring issue of Botanic News, the 

Melbourne Observatory celebrated its 150th anniversary on the 

weekend of 23 and 24 November, including a re-enactment of the 

opening of the Observatory in 1863. There were plenty of roving 

performers, free activities for children, guided tours and, of course, 

telescopes! On the Sunday, the Astronomical Society of Victoria 

hosted a seminar on Australian Colonial Astronomy. Expect more 

connections between the astronomical and botanical communities 

as we develop our ideas for the next stage of Observatory Gate. 

By year’s end we should have our 20-year vision for the 

Royal Botanic Gardens sorted and be ready to face the next two 

decades with excitement and optimism. Perhaps there is a small 

child or university student passing by the Director’s honour roll 

today who will one day lead us into the decades beyond.

The Lifestyle Garden section of Stage 2 of the Australian Garden at Cranbourne. 

Photo: Luke Saffigna
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RSVP foR EVEntS on ouR booking foRm oR download onE fRom thE EVEntS PagE on ouR 

wEbSitE: www.rbgfriendsmelbourne.org. For disabled access to onsite Events please contact the Friends’ office.

Friends’ Christmas 

Cocktail Party

Wednesday 11 December

6 to 8 pm

Gardens House, Royal 

Botanic Gardens Melbourne

Enter on main path to RBG 

from Observatory Gate 

or Gate F beside Herbarium

Cost: $55

RSVP by Wednesday  

27 November

Start your Christmas season with the Friends at historic Gardens 

House, home of former directors of the RBG. We are delighted 

to offer members, their families and friends the opportunity of 

visiting this lovely house and enjoying convivial company on an 

early summer’s evening.

In the tranquil and private garden setting celebrate the festive 

season and enjoy the fun of our raffle table filled with gardening 

surprises.

This is an occasion when members old and new, and 

the FRBG Council and committee members come together 

to celebrate the end of another busy and successful year 

supporting the Gardens. Do join us.

Friends’ nursery 

sale
Friday 13 December  

8 am to 1 pm

Growing Friends’ Nursery,

E Gate

MEMBERS ONLY

This is an event with all new members in mind. One of the many 

benefits of membership is exclusive access to the Growing 

Friends’ Nursery, where there are plants not found in commercial 

nurseries. The stock is nurtured by the Growing Friends and 

sold at discount prices exclusively for members.

These are wonderful living gift ideas with delightful summer 

potted plants beautifully prepared to bring colour to the festive 

season: plants for all garden situations, perfect for giving.

It is a good idea to bring strong carry bags for your 

purchases.

A chile Reception
Illustrated talk by stephen 

Ryan, gardener, nurseryman 

and garden writer

Monday 10 February  

6 for 6.30 pm

Mueller Hall, National Herbarium

Cost: $25          (Friends $20)

RSVP by Tuesday 4 February

Refreshments will be served 

before the talk

In 2012 Stephen spent five weeks travelling from the top of 

Patagonia to the Atacama Desert on the quest for great and 

iconic native plants. Chile abounds with fascinating and garden-

worthy bulbs, perennials, shrubs and trees so the hunt was on 

even though it was the Chilean winter. After 9403 km in a four-

wheel-drive vehicle he had managed to see everything from 

Rosulate Violas through the national flower, Lapageria, to the 

iconic Monkey Puzzle trees Araucaria araucana, in the snow to boot! 

So come travel with Stephen through one of the world’s horticultural 

hot spots with some wildlife thrown in for good measure.

Stephen runs Dicksonia Rare Plant Nursery in Mt Macedon 

and is the author of three books on rare plants. Since hosting 

the ABC’s Gardening Australia, he has been leading garden 

tours to interesting places off the beaten path for intrepid 

gardeners.

events
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RSVP foR EVEntS on ouR booking foRm oR download onE fRom thE EVEntS PagE on ouR 

wEbSitE: www.rbgfriendsmelbourne.org. For disabled access to onsite Events please contact the Friends’ office.

summer Fit Friends’ 

Ramble
Parliament House Gardens 

and surrounds

Tuesday 11 February 

Meet at 10 am at the bottom 

of the steps to Parliament 

House in Spring Street

COST: $25         (Friends $20)

RSVP by Friday 7 February

The heritage-listed Parliament Gardens were established in the 

1880s, then redesigned in the Gardenesque style. The design 

resembles the RBG Melbourne with its curving paths, wide 

lawns, heritage trees and feature plants. The gardens were 

closed off to the public creating a private sanctuary for the 

members and their staff. 

We will take the opportunity to visit the gardens behind the high 

walls: the gardens are rarely opened to the public. You will be able to 

wander through the private parkland and learn about the plantings. 

Thereafter we will ramble along Tasma Terrace, viewing 

significant landmarks before we walk through the cool verdure 

of the trees in the Fitzroy Gardens to the charming café for 

morning tea or lunch at our own expense.

enjoyment, a Botanic 

Gardens element
An evening bird walk

with David Plant

Thursday 20 February

Meet at 6 pm at Gate Lodge for 

refreshments before the walk

COST:  $20 MEMBERS ONLY

RSVP by Monday 17 February

Second in the series of the 

four elements which make a 

botanic garden

After an outstanding adventure in the Children’s Garden to 

learn about the element of Education, the next element to visit 

is Enjoyment. This will be an evening bird walk with specialist 

David Plant who has been documenting the birds in the RBG 

Melbourne for many years.

The walk is a serene and gentle way to glimpse the colourful, 

noisy, small and large birds which inhabit our botanic garden 

landscape, and it is a chance to discover some of their discreet 

and concealed hideaways.

Throughout the walk we can enjoy the picturesque landscape 

of Guilfoyle’s expansive lawns, calm lakes and distant views in 

one of the world’s finest botanic gardens.

summer talking 

Plants 
Water Plants

Basic steps for pond set-up

Friday 21 February at 10 am

Domain House  

Dallas Brooks Drive

Cost $20           ($15 Friends)

RSVP by Friday 14 February

Refreshments will be served 

at 10 am, talk starts 10.30 am

Come and learn all about the steps for setting up a pond including 

design, location, pumps, filtration, lighting, fish, plant selection, 

common problems and maintenance. This will be followed by a 

demonstration of how to divide and re-pot water plants.

Plant selection will be discussed including the waterlily known 

as Nymphaea, a genus of herbaceous plants grown globally 

and coming in many colours such as reds, yellows, apricots and 

pinks; oxygenating plants – Elodea, long stems with whorls of 

deep green willow-like leaves; emergent plants – water iris which 

flowers around Christmas with lovely blue and white flowers; 

decorative plants – creeping primrose and water poppy both 

producing yellow flowers; floating aquatics – fairy moss azolla, 

a small floating fern, and water lettuce, a bluish green plant with 

rosettes of velvety leaves.

Our knowledgeable speaker will answer your many questions.

events
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from the president

  

spring sale
The Growing Friends’ Spring Plant Sale is now a distant memory, 

but what a memory! The competition with the ‘Listen Out’ music 

event proved no barrier to our customers with the income from 

the sale the highest since the Spring Sale in 2005.  A particularly 

gratifying aspect of the sale was that all types of plants sold well, 

and the excellent sales result was reflected in raffle ticket sales, 

which were also close to a record. The lucky winners were:

1. Debbie Sim Herb Pot and Watering Can 

  Donated by Growing Friends

2. Janet O’Hehir Clivea and Garden Cart 

  Donated by Bunnings & Growing Friends

3. Jenny Byrne Orchid and Parsley  

  Donated by Growing Friends

It is interesting to follow the progress of the sale over the four 

days from set-up on the Friday morning to the strip-out on the 

Monday morning when viewed from the perspective of the sale 

area. The following photos were taken from the exit tent looking 

over the sale area.

Friday (photo above): All the plants are set out in their various 

sections awaiting the customers.

Saturday (photo below): The first two hours are always the 

busiest as the enthusiastic gardeners seek out the rare and special 

plants. At this sale there was also a steady stream of people 

throughout the day giving us the highest ever one-day total.

Sunday (photo below): By Sunday morning it was obvious 

that  our stock was seriously depleted, but again a consistent 

flow of people, many of whom ‘didn’t intend to buy this many 

plants’, kept the cashiers busy in the exit tent. As has been the 

case in recent years, the last hour or so produced a flurry of 

activity as people finalised their purchases before we closed 

for six months – until the next Sale in May 2014.

Monday (photo above): By this time the success of the sale 

was fully apparent with only a very small number of plants to 

be returned to the Nursery. 

Having sold almost all the plants in the Nursery, all our 

efforts are now on expanding and further developing the 

Nursery’s tube stock in preparation for the Friends’ Friday Sale 

Day on 13 December and the Autumn Sale on 3 & 4 May 2014.

Michael Hare, Convener

Christmas Sale

the RBG staff have kindly agreed to spray the nursery 

stock early in December allowing the plants to be on 

sale to Friends only (please bring your membership card) 

on 13 December from 8 am until 1 pm.

except for this christmas sale, the nursery will remain 

closed due to the Myrtle Rust control Protocol, but 

please check the monthly eNews for updates.

growing friends
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BOTANICAL 

ILLUSTRATORS’ 

CALENDAR 

2014

christmas Gifts from the Friends

GIFT MEMBERSHIP

Surprise someone this Christmas with a gift that will last – a 

membership subscription to the Friends. Give a relative or friend 

access to all the interesting events and activities organised by the 

Friends, a beautiful quarterly magazine, exclusive access to the 

Growing Friends’ Nursery and the opportunity to take Botanical 

Illustration classes at a reduced rate. You’ll have the satisfaction  

of knowing your gift membership also helps support the Gardens.

A Gift Membership form is available from the Friends’ office or 

can be downloaded from our website: www.rbgfriendsmelbourne.org

2014 BOTANICAL ILLUSTRATORS’ CALENDAR

The works in this calendar 

are drawn from The Art of 

Botanical Illustration Exhibition 

2012. Some of Australia’s best 

botanical artists are featured. 

The calendar is printed on 

paper of a quality intended for 

framing the images and each 

month’s painting is complete  

in scientific detail. The calen-

dar would make a very special 

gift, especially for overseas 

relatives and friends, as many 

of the subjects featured are 

indigenous.

Available for $15 ($18 for non-members) plus $3.00 postage 

and packing from the Friends’ office or by mail order (download 

order form from our website).

CHRISTMAS CARDS

Our beautiful card this year 

features detail from Mali Moir’s 

painting of Grevillea superba.

Priced at $10 ($12 for non-

members) plus $2.50 postage 

and packing for a pack of five 

cards, the cards are available 

from the Friends’ office, or 

download an order form from 

the website. 

Members have the choice 

of cards which contain the 

Season’s Greetings message,  

or are blank inside.

BLANK OCCASIONAL CARDS

The Botanical Illustrators have also donated five designs for our 

pack of five assorted occasional cards. These cards are blank 

inside and sell for $10 ($12 for non-members) plus $2.50 per 

pack postage and packing. They are available from the Friends’ 

office and at Friends’ Events.

INDIVIDUAL PLANT CRAFT CARDS

These exclusive cards are 

handmade by our newest 

membership group, the Plant 

Craft Cottage. Visit the Cottage 

(entry via H Gate, 10 am – 3 pm) 

to view and purchase a wide 

selection of cards at between 

$3.60 and $6.95 each. Some 

samples are shown on this page.

for members

Five blank cards in each pack: one of each design

www.rbgfriendsmelbourne.org
03 9650 6398

Hippeastrum papilio by Deborah McNeil

Corymbia ficifolia by Jacqueline Pemberton

Prunus salicina “Satsuma’ by Tess Mahar

Malus ‘Molten Lava’ with Zosterops 
lateralis by Helen Fitzgerald

Telopea ‘Wirrimbirra White’ by Kerriann 
Indorato
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all woRkShoPS will bE hEld in thE Plant cRaft cottagE. for information, please contact the 

workshop tutors listed below. for bookings please contact the friends’ office. 

craft Demonstrations
Bookings not required

10.30 am – 2 pm

Cost: Free

natural dye  
5 February; 5 March 

Potpourri   

14 February; 14 March

fibre  

11, 28 February; 11 March

basketry 

19 February

Plant card 

20 February

Papermaking 

26 February

Sunday open days

19 January, 16 February,     

16 March

10 am – 3 pm

Cost: Free

This is a wonderful opportunity 

to explore the Plant Craft 

Cottage, the oldest building in 

any public garden in Victoria.

Some of the plant-related 

items created by our groups 

will be on display and for sale 

in this heritage-listed building.

In search of colour
 

by Mary Jost, Coordinator, Natural Dye Group

colour has always been important to humans.  Greek 

mythology tells us that Heracles and his sheepdog 

discovered a purple dye from shellfish on the beach, and used 

it to colour a tunic for his accompanying nymph to gain extra 

favours from her! this dye, obtained in minute quantities 

from the shellfish Murex, was to become Imperial Purple, 

highly favoured by, and reserved for, Roman emperors and 

ecclesiastics. More tangible evidence of ancient dyeing is 

to be seen in the fragments of linen funerary fabrics from 

egypt dating from four millennia ago with thin indigo 

stripes woven into their edges. In contrast, Ancient Britons 

dispensed with their trappings and smeared the blue from 

woad directly onto their skin to frighten invaders.

All civilisations have used whatever was in their environment – 

animal, vegetable or mineral in origin – to impart colour to textiles 

and art. World exploration by Europeans gave access to a wealth 

of new dyes from the Orient and the New World to add to their 

palette and compete with established local dyeing industries. 

Trade in colour was vast and the competition strong. Importation 

of indigo, the Devil’s Dye, from India during the seventeenth 

century challenged the large and wealthy woad industry in the 

Languedoc region of southern France. Indian dyers had perfected 

the production of scarlet from madder root, a month-long process 

with many steps and ingredients. When this reached Europe 

through Turkey, it become known as Turkey Red and challenged 

the previous recipes for madder in Europe. Expeditions returning 

from Central and South America brought the brilliant red dye, 

cochineal. Competition with the existing reds was fierce and 

cochineal became a major world trade commodity.

In 1856, eighteen-year-old Londoner William Perkin was 

working in his makeshift home laboratory using a derivative of

coal gas trying to make artificial quinine for treating malaria.    

natural Dye Workshop 

traditional Shibori – 
organic indigo

saturday 22 February  

and saturday 1 March

9 am – 3 pm

Plant Craft Cottage

Cost: $160

RSVP by Friday 7 February 

BOOKING IS ESSENTIAL.

Learn how to make an indigo dye vat the Michel Garcia way. 

Several recipes using cheap and ‘green’ organic ingredients 

will be made up and used to dye the fabric you stitch, wrap and 

clamp using Shibori techniques. 

Fee covers both days of the workshop and includes all 

materials and printed notes and morning tea. BYO lunch.

Enquiries: Glenys: 9578 7419 or email glenysc@hotkey.net.au

or Mary: 9578 6850 or email gsandemjost@exemail.com.au 

Visitors are welcome to watch 

and ask questions of the 

working groups. However, 

visitors are unable to take part 

in the demonstrations.

The Plant Craft Cottage is situated near H gate.

Melway 2G, Ref: B11.      There is metered parking on Alexandra Avenue.

plant
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He accidentally produced aniline, from which he then made a mauve 

dye. This was to begin a whole new industry of chemical-based 

dyeing and caused the rapid decline of the use of natural dyes.

Fortunately the old dyes remain in use by some, for example in 

Harris tweed. From the mid-twentieth century, craftsmen began to 

take more interest in the old textile techniques of spinning, dyeing 

and weaving. Old recipes were revisited and investigations begun, 

to determine what local plants would provide dye. In Australia there 

was a previously untapped source – the genus Eucalyptus. The 

Handweavers and Spinners Guild of Victoria published Dyemaking 

with Australian Flora and Jean Carman published Dyemaking with 

Eucalypts, both full of information. 

In 1981 H Gate Lodge became the home of the newly formed 

Plant Craft Cottage Group, aiming to keep old plant-based 

handcrafts alive. The Natural Dye group, one of the founding 

groups, first met there on 1 April 1981 and has met monthly ever 

since. The group has a continuing interest in Eucalypt dyes, and 

this is a favourite topic as well as indigo and ancient dyes for the 

public workshops run annually. The group has published a book, 

Natural Dyeing, mounted an exhibition of Eucalypt dyes in New 

Zealand in 1987 and contributed to Dyes from Nature published 

by the Brooklyn Botanic Gardens, New York. The group presented 

a poster paper on Eucalypt dyes at the International Symposium/

Workshop on Natural Dyes run by UNESCO and the Craft Council 

of India in Hyderabad in 2006. Samples of all dyeing the group 

has done have been mounted and filed in the Mueller Resource 

Centre at the Plant Craft Cottage. This library also contains a 

comprehensive collection of books on natural dyes and dyeing.

Today, ideas are again evolving in the community and the 

group is now following the lead of European indigo dyers in 

investigating the use of simple, cheap and non-toxic ingredients 

to make indigo vats. This is challenging, but fun.

The search goes on!

Top: Eucalypt Dye Poster exhibited in Hyderabad in 2006.

Bottom left: Cotton fabric dyed with traditional dyes at a workshop.

Bottom right: Eucalypt dyed wool yarn.

Bottom left and right photos: Glenys Clissold.

crafts
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Global Gardening – Gardening in the 

twenty-first century

PART 3 – PLANT IMPORTATION AND EXCHANGE - HOW 

MANY PLANTS IS ENOUGH?

by Roger Spencer, Senior Horticultural Botanist  

and Rob Cross, Horticultural Botanist 

Plants into Europe

In previous articles in Botanic News we discussed how, 

between about 1450 and 1770, european exploration 

and subsequent colonial expansion resulted in a global 

atlas which, for the first time, accurately depicted the 

boundaries of the physical world. Almost immediately 

work began on the first tentative assessments of the 

earth’s biological boundaries and limits –by making large-

scale inventories of animals and plants across the world, 

both their numbers and kinds. subsequent accelerated 

globalisation has seen a steady transition to global 

interdependence and a significant observable human 

impact on the distribution of global vegetation.

Plants out of Europe

In 1986 American environmental historian Alfred Crosby coined 

the term ‘Neo-Europes’ to indicate the group of countries with 

temperate climates that were formerly part of the British empire 

(and other European empires). Neo-Europes included countries 

like Australia, New Zealand, Canada, North America, and parts 

of Africa and South America.  

Crosby emphasised plant exchange as a two-way process 

and how agriculture had transformed the global landscape as it 

fed a global population that has risen from about 500 million in 

1650 to over seven billion today.

Some of the European colonies established plantations of 

newly-discovered economic plants like sugar, tobacco, tea and 

coffee. However, over vast areas of temperate lands, European-

style agriculture was used to supply food for the rapidly 

expanding population of Industrial Revolution Europe. Though 

the key domesticated plants and animals handed on to the 

Neo-Europes were relatively few (e.g. wheat, barley, oats, sheep, 

pigs, cattle) their impact was huge, producing vast agricultural 

landscapes. Rangelands in Australia, for example, now cover 

more than 60 per cent of the continent’s land surface.

We have already indicated how, in the Eighteenth to 

Nineteenth Centuries, London’s Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew 

became a hub for economic botany as plants poured into 

Europe, and especially England, from all corners of the globe, 

and how Australia had become a horticultural Neo-Europe – 

although in this instance it was the urban environment that was 

changed, not the rural.

Plants into Australia (mostly from England)

In former articles we pointed out Australia’s plant importation 

from England and how, since 1987, Britain has recorded in 

cultivation at least 120,000 different kinds of garden plants 

(including cultivars). We also indicated that half of Britain’s 3,842 

species growing in the wild are naturalised plants. For Australia 

the number of garden plants is at least 35,000 and probably 

more than 70,000. In contrast to Britain, Australia has about 

23,700 species growing in the wild of which a much smaller 

proportion, about 13 per cent, are naturalised exotic plants.

Conserving garden plants

Garden plants may disappear for various reasons: because they 

are difficult to propagate or cultivate; loss of horticultural skills; 

the closing of gardens or nurseries; and changing fashions.  

Concern in Britain over the loss of garden plants was a prime 

reason for the formation of what is now Plant Heritage - National 

Council for the Conservation of Plants and Gardens which 

supports 630 or so private National Plant Collections helping to 

preserve commercially neglected plants in cultivation. Director of 

the Royal Horticultural Society’s Wisley Gardens, Chris Brickell, 

in 1977 acknowledged the importance of protecting wild species 

and the role that botanic gardens could play in this process, but 

he also pointed out the decline in number of ornamental plants 

compared with those available before World War II with the loss 

of their genetic and scientific potential apart from their heritage 

interest and value as ‘creations of human beings’ and ‘works of 

human imagination’.

Recently Plant Heritage has initiated the Threatened Plants 

Project, to establish protocols and priorities for cultivated plants 

like those used by the International Union for Conservation of 

Nature’s assessment methods for wild plants.

Concerns about the loss of garden plants in Australia resulted 

in the formation of the Ornamental Plant Collections Association 

(now the Garden Plant Conservation Association of Australia) 

in the 1980s, which now supports about 45 registered private 

collections. Similar schemes have also been established in 

France (300 collections), the Netherlands, Germany and the US.

Biosecurity

In the face of the destruction of wild habitats and the threats to 

native plants, the relatively vast numbers of garden plants may 

make the concern for conserving garden plants seem misplaced.

Though Australians have enjoyed the many benefits of 

historically unfettered plant importation there has also been 

a downside as indicated by Australia’s tightening import 

restrictions. We are only just becoming aware of how efficiently 

modern transport systems can distribute potentially harmful 

organisms around the globe. Already Australia spends billions 

of dollars eradicating agricultural and environmental weeds and 

preventing crop diseases.

garden
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Sovereign ownership of natural genetic resources has made it 

more difficult to move plants around. The 1992 Rio Convention on 

Biodiversity made all living things the ‘property’ of their country of 

origin so unauthorised collection and export is technically illegal, 

which is a way of overcoming ‘genetic piracy’ –  profiteering, often 

by rich countries exploiting the biodiversity of poor countries.

Almost all of the old garden stock at the Royal Botanic Gardens 

Melbourne was obtained through an international seed exchange 

system between botanic gardens, an arrangement that ended 

more than fifteen years ago because of these issues.

So, we have now entered an era of ‘biosecurity’.

Global responsibility – exchanging and importing plants 

with caution

Should we be doing more to slow the global shuffling of the 

world’s biota?

Along with Neo-European crops, both agricultural and 

horticultural, came an imperial weed flora, all part of a 

steady process of global plant homogenisation. Global-scale 

environmental impacts have prompted scientists to refer to our 

age as the Anthropocene (human-period) with invasive organisms 

just one of many environmental concerns currently overshadowed 

by a preoccupation with climate change. Sadly, over 60 per cent 

of Australia’s naturalised plants escaped from gardens and of the 

twenty most destructive species, fourteen escaped from gardens.

How many garden plants is enough?

How many garden plants do we need? What do we think of 

the old European model of treating the plants of the world as 

an infinite garden palette? Do we wish to continue along the 

same horticultural path as Britain?  How are we to measure 

and monitor the environmental impacts of the plants we grow 

in our gardens? How will they behave with a changing climate? 

Should we keep seeking out horticultural novelties from the less 

explored recesses of the globe?

In future articles we will look at the social forces governing 

plant selection today and the kinds of plants we are likely to 

grow in gardens of the future, continuing to examine  how  

globalisation might impact on plant selection in the future at 

both global and local (glocal) levels.

Map showing 
Europe’s potential 
influence on 
agriculture around the 
world at the star t of 
the twentieth century.

evolution
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from the president

classes
Term 1, 2014 will start in the week 

beginning Saturday 1 February. 

Classes will be held:

evenings: tuesday and 

thursday

Daytime: Mondays, 

Wednesdays and saturdays

(two sessions each day 2.5hr) 

Thursdays and Sundays (one 

2.5hr session each) 

Fridays (one 3hr session)

2.5hr classes:  $295 inc Gst

 Friends:  $240 inc Gst

3hr classes:  $340 inc Gst

 Friends:  $285 inc Gst

We strongly recommend that 

students without prior experience 

in botanical illustration complete 

a Beginners’ Workshop before 

entering Term classes.

Workshops

all classes and workshops will be held in the whiRling Room Studio, obSERVatoRy gatE.         

for bookings and further information, please contact the friends’ office on 9650 6398 or as advised.

All workshops will include 

morning and afternoon tea but 

not lunch.

beginners’ workshop 

with dianne Emery

Monday 6, tuesday 7, 

Wednesday 8 and thursday 

9 January

10 am to 4 pm

cost:  $349   Friends $295

beginners’ workshop 
with helen burrows

saturday 11, sunday 12 

January and saturday 18, 

sunday 19 January

10 am to 4 pm

cost:  $349   Friends $295

These intensive four-day 

courses provide an introduction 

to botanical art via pencil 

and watercolour. Students 

will begin to develop skills in 

outline drawing, foreshortening, 

tonal work and rendering of 

surfaces, basic colour work 

and paint application.

The cost of each course 

includes equipment to be used 

during the workshop - drawing 

materials, paint, watercolour 

paper and brushes.

light, colour, form: 
their changing 
Relationships

with helen burrows

tuesday 14, Wednesday 15 

and thursday 16 January

10 am to 4 pm

cost:  $349   Friends $295

In this three-day workshop, 

Helen Burrows aims to give 

her students an increased 

understanding of tonal values 

and confidence in the use of 

colour mixing. The possibilities 

of chiaroscuro and chromatic 

and achromatic greys will 

be explored and colour 

theories and design principles 

examined. Mixed media will 

be used. Helen’s students 

should find this workshop both 

enjoyable and rewarding and 

discover that their ability to 

produce beautiful botanical 

paintings is enhanced. Some 

experience is required. A 

materials list is available from 

the Friends’ office.

Scraperboard masterclass

with kate nolan

Friday 17 January

10 am to 4 pm

cost:  $194   Friends $140

Kate will spend the day explaining 

the use of scraperboard as a 

medium for producing striking 

and original botanical art. This 

masterclass would be suitable 

both as a refresher course 

for those who have already 

tried scraperboard, and as an 

opportunity to try it for those who 

are unfamiliar with this wonderful 

technique. Students will be shown 

many inspiring examples and, with 

Kate’s guidance, will be able to test 

some of the various scraperboard 

techniques for themselves. 

Some experience of botanical 

illustration is necessary.             

A materials list is available from 

the Friends’ office. 

add an insect: Pests 
and Pollinators in 
botanical Painting

with dianne Emery

Monday 20, tuesday 21 and 

Wednesday 22 January

10 am to 4 pm

cost:  $349   Friends $295

In this workshop, Dianne Emery 

will explore techniques for 

drawing and painting plants 

and the insects that perch 

on and pollinate them. These 

may include bees, butterflies, 

wasps and caterpillars – not to 

mention snails, which are in a 

different category altogether! 

Dianne will look at the anatomy 

of these creatures and will 

demonstrate how to draw and 

paint them in a naturalistic 

way as part of a botanical 

composition. This three-day 

workshop is suitable for 

students with some experience. 

A materials list is available from 

the Friends’ office.

illustrators

From left to right: Paintings by Helen 
Burrows, Kate Nolan and Dianne Emery.
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from the gardensillustrators

From the Forest to the Foreshore exhibition
When working with botanical specimens, artists often 

encounter natural history subjects and over time many 

artists have included these specimens in their botanical 

artworks. It was with this knowledge that the exhibition 

From the Forest to the Foreshore: Natural History, including 

Ferns, Fungi and their Allies was proposed and took place 

from saturday 5 to sunday 20 october.

A particular focus of the exhibition was a display of the fungi 

paintings by Malcolm Howie (1900 – 1936). Malcolm’s brother-

in-law was James Hamlyn ‘Jim’ Willis, who began his career as 

a forestry officer and later worked at the National Herbarium of 

Victoria as Assistant (Herbarium) and ended his career as Acting 

Government Botanist (1937-1972). After being commissioned to 

paint a number of native plants for The Weekly Times, which were 

reproduced in colour for their readership, Malcolm’s career took 

off, with Jim Willis supplying him with fungi specimens to record.

Fungi paintings by Malcolm Howie were reproduced in 

the Victorian Naturalist of 1934 in a comprehensive article by 

Jim Willis entitled The Agaricaceae or Gilled Fungi. This work 

was republished as the booklet Victorian Fungi in 1941 which 

remained in print through several editions, with the latest reprint 

in 1963 entitled Victorian Toadstools and Mushrooms. 

An interesting feature of the exhibition was that all entries 

submitted were displayed. This included the works of many 

new artists who had never shown their work publicly before, 

enabling them to become familiar with the processes involved. 

Firstly, artists needed to join the Friends in order to exhibit, 

and new members were gained through participation in this 

exhibition. Secondly, paintings were required to be of a certain 

artistic and scientific standard and botanical art teachers are 

to be congratulated for ensuring works by their students were 

solely the work of the student and of a quality that would be 

acceptable for an exhibition. Thirdly, it was the responsibility of 

the artist to establish the correct scientific nomenclature for their 

subject. Appropriate framing and pricing were also issues to be 

considered.

The exhibition at Domain House delighted visitors who 

commented on the diversity of subjects and fine artistic workman- 

ship over an amazing range of exquisite artworks. Ferns, frogs, 

fungi, shells and other seashore subjects, butterflies, insects, 

birds, nests and animal skulls were all represented on the walls. 

An impressive array of greeting cards portraying hung works 

was also available for purchase.

Visitors were invited to purchase raffle tickets and also to 

vote for a ‘people’s choice’ as they enjoyed the exhibition.

Raffle prizes (in order) were won by

 Anne Marie MacArthur; prize donated by Martin Lagerwey

 Rhonda Bell; prize donated by Melbourne Artists Supplies

 Rod Orr; prize donated by RBGM Gardens Shop

 Velda Palazzi; prize donated by Dianne Emery

 Margaret Clarke; prize donated by Joan Mason

 John Willis; prize donated by Roslyn Glow

 Kerry McLaughlin; prize donated by Jenny Dempster

 Jan Lacey; prize donated by Helene Wild

   and People’s Choice Awards, also in order, (prizes donated 

by Andrew Isles) were won by: 

   Amy Duncan

   David Reynolds

   Marta Salamon

   Equal 4: Jeanette Bird and Dianne Emery.

Thanks to the artists, Friends’ office staff, Herbarium and Library 

staff, and the volunteers who organised and manned the exhibition. 

Sandra Sanger and Pam McDiarmid

Ed. note: In particular Exhibition Co-ordinators Sandra Sanger 

and Pam McDiarmid are to be congratulated for the success of 

the exhibition and the interest it generated.

Malcolm Howie’s nieces, Ruth Churchyard, 
Helen Cossenas and Dorothy Charles, 
appreciated the display and recognition of 
their uncle Malcolm’s work.
Photo: Pam McDiarmid

Whirlybirds 
The Whirlybirds meet on 

Tuesdays and Thursdays in 

the Whirling Room studio. The 

Botanical Artists have finalised the 

very successful and interesting 

exhibition From the Forest to the 

Foreshore held in early October. 

Our last meeting will be 

held on Tuesday 17 December 

but if you are interested in joining 

either group please contact 

Sandra Sanger on 9598 9532.
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from the presidentfrom the horticultural

the Future Gardens Landscape?

by Peter Symes, Curator, Environmental Horticulture

Imagine preparing to travel on an overseas holiday to 

warmer climes. exotic names and places tend to excite 

the senses: Algiers, Algeria; casablanca, Morocco; Buenos 

Aires, Argentina; Ismir, turkey; tacna, Peru and tijuana, 

Mexico are some places that you may be interested in 

visiting. Well, there is no need to depart Melbourne – 

that is if you are very patient or find a way to live until 

2070! current climatic projections for 2070 suggest that 

Melbourne’s annual average temperature may increase 

from 15.5 °c to 18 °c, which resembles what is currently 

experienced in those locations.  

This projected temperature increase, along with other climatic 

changes such as water scarcity, presents a challenge for the 

continued care of green landscapes. It is well recognised in 

scientific literature that these places provide multiple environmental 

services as well as supporting community health. Durable green 

open space will only become increasingly important against 

projected temperature increases and the pressures of urban 

population growth. It is essential to ensure the long term health of 

our botanical, heritage landscape and the wealth of its plant diversity. 

A dedicated team of employees (Lauren Catanchin, Chris Cole, 

Rob Cross, Sandra Hodge, Andrew Laidlaw, Will Jones, Michael 

McNabb, Terry Smyth, Roger Spencer and Lisa Wedmore) have 

been preparing a Landscape Succession Plan to help guide the 

careful changes needed to ensure our Gardens are resilient to the 

climate of the future and still provide conservation of plants and 

biodiversity, rich community experiences, and engaging plant-based 

education. Does this mean that the Gardens that are so enjoyed 

today will look wildly different in the future? 

William Guilfoyle, Director of the Royal Botanic Gardens, 

Melbourne (1873 to 1909), is mostly credited with the current 

layout of the picturesque landscape including its long vistas, 

serpentine curvature of the paths and lawns, and water bodies. 

This overall form and character of the Gardens is not expected 

to change significantly even though individual, less-suited plants 

may be replaced over time. 

An understandable inclination of a visitor would be to view 

the relative lushness of the current landscape as what Guilfoyle 

had actually established. However, the relative water scarcity, 

unreliability and inadequacy of delivery systems for water supply 

in those early years would have made it very difficult to support 

some of the plants we see today. Early photographs show a 

more open landscape with a greater prevalence of plantings 

better suited to arid conditions.  
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Left hand page: Both photos illustrating the value of durable green space both for family 
enjoyment and quiet contemplation.

This page: Photos illustrating the types of trees one might expect to see coping with a 
warming climate. They are Brachychiton acerifloiius; Erythrina crista-gallii and Nuxia 

floribunda. The Jacaranda mimosifolia on the facing page would also be able to survive in a 
warming climate.

Photos by Peter Symes.

 staff

It appears likely that the ‘look and feel’ of the landscape has 

changed considerably since Guilfoyle’s period due to increasing 

availability of water supply, maturity of plantings and personal 

preferences by subsequent directors. There is some evidence to 

suggest there were periods of annual rainfall, especially during 

the late 1940s–1990s, that accumulated above average volumes 

of water in the soil profile that may have supported more lush 

plantings. Renewing a focus on flora more suited to the current 

and future climate of Melbourne would possibly be more in 

line with what was originally designed. We believe this can be 

achieved without affecting the integrity of the Gardens landscape.

So, you might ask, does this mean that the Gardens will look 

like an arid landscape by 2070?

While some past plant choices have not been ideal for the 

future, there are many other species growing in the collections 

that we expect will be well-suited. A warming climate also 

provides the opportunity to grow new and unusual plants not 

seen before in the Gardens. 

It is our hope that this planning legacy will ensure, for future 

generations, the perpetuity of a world-renowned landscape 

despite climate change.
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from the presidentscholarship

Decoding the code at the Royal Botanic 

Gardens, Kew

by Catherine Gallagher

Curation Co-ordinator (Collections Branch, Plant Sciences and 

Biodiversity, RBG Melbourne)

thanks to a Friends’ scholarship, I attended the 

2013 Botanical nomenclature training course at the 

Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew in late January. Botanical 

nomenclature is the body of rules prescribing which name 

applies to a given taxon (such as a genus or species), and 

is governed by the International Code of Nomenclature for 

algae, fungi and plants (Icn, but known in botanical circles 

as the code). the code is a hefty and rather legalistic 

publication; the course provided a rare opportunity to 

work under the guidance of experts to develop a deeper 

understanding of the code and how to apply it.

The primary reason I attended the course was to acquire 

skills and knowledge to assist in my work on a project to find 

and catalogue important specimens from Brazil that are held in 

the National Herbarium of Victoria (hereafter referred to by our 

herbarium code, MEL). The foreign collection at MEL comprises 

an estimated 400,000 specimens, the majority of which derive 

from the private herbarium of Otto Wilhelm Sonder. The foreign 

collection is largely uncurated (less than 15% is mounted 

and databased) and is relatively poorly known internationally. 

Amongst its many riches are some of the earliest surviving 

herbarium specimens from Brazil, collected by M.A.P. zu Wied 

in 1815-17. Over the past five years, I’ve worked with Dr Pedro 

de Moraes (Universidade Estadual Paulista, Brazil) to find and 

document Wied’s specimens. To date, we’ve uncovered more 

than 320 Wied specimens at MEL, almost half of which are type 

specimens (a type is a reference specimen to which a name is 

permanently attached). Far from being a mere historical curiosity, 

the Wied material at MEL is highly relevant to current research 

and conservation efforts. The high proportion of types means 

that Wied’s specimens are essential to any taxonomic studies 

of the Brazilian flora. The specimens are also a precious record 

of the Atlantic rainforest flora of south-eastern Brazil in the early 

Nineteenth Century. The ‘discovery’ of Wied specimens at MEL 

serves as a powerful example of the contemporary relevance of 

MEL’s foreign collection and it is hoped will assist in securing 

funding to curate the collection. The skills that I acquired during 

the course have aided me in my ongoing ‘Wied patrol’ to track 

down specimens and historical literature and accurately curate 

and document the collections.

Duplicate Wied specimens are held in numerous herbaria 

across Europe. After the nomenclature course, I spent eight 

days searching for Wied specimens and associated literature 

at RBG Kew (K), the Natural History Museum (BM) and RBG 

Edinburgh (E). Despite the sheer size of the collections         

(seven million, five million and two million specimens, 

respectively), I found more than 80 specimens, most of 

which were wrongly attributed to other collectors. Several 

specimens have helped clarify the status of long unresolved 

names. Finding these specimens highlighted the significance 

of the material at MEL. As well as being one of the most 

comprehensive sets, the MEL specimens are amongst the 

best documented with original labels. As such they are 

invaluable in verifying Wied specimens held elsewhere. 

The third component of my trip was to meet with 

Collections staff and tour the Collections facilities at K, 

BM and E. This proved to be a very effective way to share 

information and expertise and glean new ideas on collection 

management practices including collections storage, integrated 

pest management, collections administration systems, loans 

and exchange, and volunteer programs. I gathered a wealth of 

useful information and ideas, established some great personal 

connections and contracted a mild case of jealousy of the state-

of-the-art facilities at K and BM.

The historic Herbarium C Wing at the Royal Botanic Gardens Kew. 
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from the gardensreport

I thoroughly enjoyed the entire trip. Aside from the 

nomenclature course, particular highlights included working 

in the new herbarium wing at K and visiting the iconic C wing 

(featured in the marvellous David Attenborough series, Kingdom 

of Plants). It was also a thrill to work inside the Cocoon in the 

spectacular Darwin Centre at the Natural History Museum 

(though somewhat alarming to find myself on display behind 

a window facing onto the busy public access area!). I am 

grateful to the Friends of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Melbourne 

for enabling me to pursue such an enriching and worthwhile 

experience. I hope that the staff scholarship program continues 

for many years to come. 

At right: Herbarium specimens stored in compactus units in the Darwin Centre at the 
Natural History Museum, London.

Below: Students and course facilitators from the 2013 Botanical Nomenclature Training 
Course held at RBG Kew. Standing (L to R): Christine Barker (course facilitator, RBG 
Kew); Aida Dadashova (Azerbaijan National Academy of Sciences); Rachel Witherow 
(RBG Kew); Ruth Harker (RBG Kew); Ruth Bone (RBG Kew); Maria Ordonez (Pontificia 
Universidad Catolica del Ecuador); Nevena Kuzmanovic (Institute of Botany, Serbia); 
Rafaël Govaer ts (course facilitator, RBG Kew); Kae Sun Chang (Korea National 
Arboretum); Slawomir Nowak (University of Gdansk, Poland); Annika Bengtson 
(Stockholm University, Sweden); Bank Beszteri (Alfred Wegener Institute, Germany); 
Katherine Challis (course co-ordinator, RBG Kew). Kneeling (L to R):  Susana Ocegueda 
(CONABIO, Mexico); Sara Barrios (RBG Kew); Bhanumas Chantarasuwan (Naturalis 
Biodiversity Centre, Netherlands); Catherine Gallagher (RBG Melbourne).
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December

 
11 Christmas Cocktail Party

13 Nursery Sale – Members only

17 Botanical Illustrators’ last meeting for 2013

January

6 Beginners’ Workshop Commences – Dianne Emery

11 Beginners’ Workshop Commences – Helen Burrows

14 Light, Colour, Form Workshop – Helen Burrows

17 Scraperboard Masterclass – Kate Nolan

19 PCC Sunday Open Day – 10 am to 3 pm

20 Add an Insect Workshop – Dianne Emery

 
February

 

10 Illustrated Talk – Stephen Ryan

11 Fit Friends’ Ramble – Gardens of Parliament House

16 PCC Sunday Open Day – 10 am to 3 pm

20 Insiders’ Walk – David Plant

21 Talking Plants – Water Plants

22 PCC – Natural Dye Workshop, day 1

March 

1 PCC – Natural Dye Workshop, day 2

16 PCC Sunday Open Day – 10 am to 3 pm 

Note: The Friends’ Inclement Weather Policy states that outdoor events may be 
cancelled and the Nursery will not be open for sales if the temperature is predicted 
to be 33ºC or above.
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